Newly installed diagnostic capabilities on the DIII-D tokamak [J.L. Luxon, Nucl. Fusion 46, 6114 (2002)] enable the measurement of main ion (deuterium) velocity and temperature by charge exchange recombination (CER) spectroscopy. The uncertainty in atomic physics corrections for determining the velocity are overcome by exploiting the geometrical dependence of the apparent velocity on the viewing angle with respect to the neutral beam. B.A. Grierson et al.
I. INTRODUCTION
Charge exchange spectroscopy of light impurities is the standard technique for determining ion temperature, plasma velocity and impurity concentration in tokamaks. [1] [2] [3] Measurement of the ion temperature and velocity is typically done for impurities in deuterium fueled devices because of the complexity of the spectrum near the € D α wavelength. Efforts have been made to spectroscopically measure the deuterium ion temperature in TEXTOR 4 as well as temperature and density on JET, 5, 6 but spectroscopy of the main ion temperature and rotation has not been made standard practice on any machine. However, measurement of the properties of the main ion species is of primary importance in fusion scale tokamaks to assess the performance of such devices. The difference between the rotation velocity of impurity species and the main ions has consequences when comparing the theoretical critical MHD stability rotation velocity of the main ions with measurements based on impurities. 7 In cases of low rotation (such as with balanced neutral beam torque) or in future devices with low net momentum input (such as ITER), the impurity and main ion velocities can even have the opposite sign. The difference in toroidal rotation of the main ion and impurities depends on their respective pressure gradients and poloidal flows. 8, 9 The predictions of this differential rotation are based on neoclassical theory, and remain to be validated. The intrinsic rotation 10 velocity, which is the toroidal rotation observed with zero net torque input, has yet to be investigated experimentally with direct measurement of the main ion rotation across the plasma radius in deuterium plasmas. When the collision frequency between main ions and impurity species is high enough, the temperatures are equilibrated; however, in low densities when the collisional coupling is weak, the temperatures can diverge. Plasma heating by neutral beams preferentially heats fully ionized impurities because of the € Z i dependence of the Coulomb collision, and can result in a higher inferred temperature when impurities are used. [11] [12] [13] Charge exchange velocity measurements are complicated by the energy dependence of the charge exchange cross-section. 14, 15 The energy dependence of the charge exchange cross section produces distortions to the observed spectrum, resulting in an apparent shift in the spectrum that is not associated with Doppler motion. The resulting apparent velocity can differ from the true velocity by more than 100 km/s in high temperature discharges. The apparent velocity is typically corrected to recover the true plasma velocity using atomic physics calculations. 15 By utilizing views of both co and counter (with respect to plasma current) beams, the effects of uncertainties in the atomic calculations on the velocity measurement can be overcome.
II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
A prototype two-chord diagnostic for the measurement of deuterium ion temperature and toroidal velocity viewing deuterium neutral beam injection is operational as an addition to the DIII-D CER system. 16, 17 The diagnostic views beams which inject both in the co-current and counter-current direction. The unique viewing configuration of co and counter beams permits a direct measurement of the toroidal rotation without relying on atomic physics cross-sections. 18 The measured apparent velocity is given by V true is a combination of direct charge exchange and halo emission (described in section III). With independent views of the co and counter beam at the same major radius, the true velocity and associated correction can be calculated. Each neutral beam has two ion sources directed at different angles, identified by 'RT' and 'LT' for right or left ion source. The two main ion viewing chords intersect the 30°RT and 210°LT neutral beams at nearly identical major radii 172.86 cm, 173.26 cm and angles from the neutral beam injection direction of 55:72°, 103:55° respectively (Fig. 1 ).
The light from the tokamak is collected and focused by a f/4 lens, transmitted through 1500 µm fiber to a SPEX 3/4 m spectrometer. The dispersed light is then collected by a charge coupled device (CCD) camera with 1024 pixel width. The spectrometer has a dispersion of 0.170Å/pixel in first order. A wavelength calibration is performed after each tokamak discharge by using light from a neon calibration lamp. Three neon lines are used for shot-to-shot calibration of dispersion and wavelength fiducial. White light exposure provides the intensity response to a broadband light source and is compensated for in the spectral analysis. Spectra are obtained at 2.5 ms integration time. 
III. LIGHT EMISSION NEAR D Α
The spectral region near the deuterium ( € D α ) line at 6561.03Å for neutral deuterium beam injected plasmas contains bright emission from the cold plasma edge, emission due to charge exchange between beam neutrals and plasma ions, halo emission, 19 Stark-split beam neutral emission, € D α light from slowing down fast ions, and impurities [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The neutral halo which surrounds the injected beam is created by multiple charge exchange events between thermal ions and neutral deuterium born from direct charge exchange with the beam. The halo emits with the true ion temperature and rotation, but is spatially diffuse and limits the diagnostic spatial resolution. Modulation of the neutral beam injection and timeslice subtraction is used to eliminate the complicating features of edge emission and impurity lines in ELM-free discharges [ Fig. 2(b) ]. However, the formation of the halo, charge exchange with fast ions, as well as the beam emission itself are caused by neutral beam injection and cannot be eliminated with timeslice subtraction. 
IV. CHARGE EXCHANGE CROSS SECTION
The direct charge exchange process between injected beam neutrals and plasma ions produces € D α light with an intensity 
, and the rate coefficient must be summed for each beam energy component with respective fractions. The velocity € v also includes the bulk plasma rotation, in addition to the thermal velocity spread. It is the non-zero temperature which is the source of the energy dependent charge exchange cross-section effect, which can result in an apparent velocity shift in a stationary plasma. 15 The rate coefficient of the charge exchange process is displayed in Fig. 3 . For neutral beam voltage of 81 kV, the full energy beam component falls on the high energy side of the peak rate, whereas the half and third beam components on the low energy side of the peak. Physically, ions moving in the same direction as the beam injection have a higher likelihood of undergoing charge exchange with the full energy injected beam neutrals. These ions contribute more strongly to one side of the spectrum. The enhancement to the blue or red side of the spectrum depends on viewing angle with respect to the beam injection. The situation is opposite for charge exchange reaction with the other two beam components, which have a higher coefficient when moving towards the beam. 
V. MAIN ION TEMPERATURE AND ROTATION MEASUREMENT IN FAVORABLE PLASMA CONDITIONS
In low temperature € T i < 2 keV and high density € n e ≈ € 7 ×10 19 m −3 H-mode discharges, the conditions are favorable for main ion spectroscopy. Flat core profiles of temperature and rotation reduce the effects of spatial smearing due to spatial gradients and halo emission. The fast ion slowing down feature in the observed spectrum is minimized due to the short fast slowing down time and low beam power. The low ion temperature produces weak distortions to the thermal charge exchange line shape, which can be represented by a Gaussian. Utilizing the multi-Gaussian fitting routine, the spectra have been fit with a single Gaussian representing the thermal charge exchange with the beam and halo contribution (Fig. 4) . The warm edge charge exchange emission at temperatures less than 0.1 keV, and electron impact excited cold edge neutral emission with temperatures less than 0.01 keV are both fit with Gaussian shapes with restricted temperature ranges. The Stark-split beam emission is fit with a complete Stark manifold. 21 The € D α contribution from fast ions slowing down is modeled by an analytic form, 22 and has a small amplitude in this discharge ( € ≈ 2% of the thermal charge exchange emission). The quality of the fit is displayed in the weighted residual in Fig. 5(b) ( ) . The main ion rotation is in reasonable agreement with the carbon measurement for these discharge parameters where the differential rotation is expected to be small. The atomic The close agreement between the deuterium and carbon rotation is due to the weak pressure gradient in this region of the plasma producing a small diamagnetic term in the radial force balance equation. The atomic correction to these rotation values using only the rate coefficient in Fig. 3 brings the apparent rotation measurements into closer agreement with the true rotation, but fall short by approximately 50%. The full explanation of the velocity correction based on atomic cross sections for each view is the subject of ongoing research efforts. The halo contribution to the spectrum in steep gradient regions is being investigated with a three-dimensional simulation which models the beam attenuation and neutral halo diffusion. 23 The fast ion contribution is being benchmarked against numerical simulations for high temperature and high beam power discharges.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A two-chord prototype main ion CER diagnostic is operational on DIII-D for measuring the temperature and toroidal rotation of the main ion species in deuterium plasmas with deuterium beam injection. The co and counter view method of determining true the main ion rotation velocity will enable routine calculations of impurity and deuterium differential rotation in DIII-D discharges, and provide comparisons with neoclassical rotation predictions from theory and simulations.
